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The Function ofNoise and Retinal Image Quality in Human Photopic Vision [Summary] by I Overington BSC (British Aircraft Corporation, Guided Weapons Division, Bristol) Many laboratory studies have been carried out to try to establish thresholds of performance for human vision. Considerable agreement has been obtained for detection thresholds of simple stimuli such as discs but as soon as studies have been extended to detection of complex shapes or recognition the findings show considerable disagreement. This makes prediction of visual threshold perfornance in many real-life situations very difficult. This paper discussed the typical appearance of the retinal image at threshold and an approach to modelling of the total visual process which allows one to make predictions about the effects of noise and retinal image quality on detection of definable objects. Speculation was also made on the predictive capabilities of such a model for simple forms of recognition.
The paper began with illustrations of a few typical real-life scenes in an air/ground viewing situation. It was shown that even the simplest natural situation is complex and that many situations involve both interaction of structured surround with an object of interest and considerable luminance distribution within the object. Computer-generated isophot diagrams of the retinal images of simple shapes, and optically synthesized retinal images of more complex objects at threshold for a simple recognition tasks, were next shown. It was seen that the typical retinal image at threshold is grossly degraded. It was concluded that there was evidence here and elsewhere that the most important regions in the retinal image are those of greatest spatial rate of change of illuminance.
Consideration was next given to the processes which must take place beyond the retinal image, it being concluded that illuminance differences must be detected by a matrix of detectors in the presence of interreceptor noise and that subsequently the total 'intelligence' must reach a finite positive level in order for a decision on presence of a given object to be made. Combining the retinal image quality, matrix structure and decision process allowed description of threshold performance by a simple equation containing separated contributions of maximum retinal image illuminance gradient, object detail size and retina-referred, spatial noise. This model was claimed to have been verified as a good predictor of threshold trends over a wide range of conditions.
The reasons for the good predictive capabilities were discussed and it was shown how one may use such a model for investigating the separate effects of blur and random spatial noise external to the eye. It was also claimed that such a model could explain many brightness illusions, 'receptive field' effects and visual response to many spatial frequency functions in terms of the retinal image without need to consider the effects of complex neural interactions. The retinal explanation of a typical receptive field effect and the Craik-O'Brien illusion were illustrated. Interest in brain slow potential changes in man was initiated about ten years ago by the discoveries of Walter et al. (1964) and Kornhuber & Deecke (1964) . Walter and his colleagues, studying evoked potentials in associative conditions, found that when a response was required to the second of two stimuli (SI and S2) in a foreperiod reaction time situation, a slow negative going shift of potential occurred between the evoked potentials to S, and S2. This shift, which came to be known as the contingent negative variation (CNV), was largest at the scalp vertex (approximately 15-20 ,uV), but was discernible over a fairly wide area of the brain. Very shortly after this discovery Kornhuber & Deecke reported that a similar, but somewhat smaller negative shift preceded the making of a voluntary motor response. They termed this the 'Bereitschaftspotential' or 'readiness potential' (RP). During the last ten years both phenomena have been extensively studied in laboratories throughout the world. The original work has been developed and extended into the clinical field in our own laboratories at the Burden Neurological Institute. This paper outlines some of the findings and methodological issues that have emerged.
Behavioural and Clinical Correlates of
The relatively late observation of such slow potential changes in man reflects the first methodological consideration, namely that directly coupled amplifiers or AC amplifiers with a long time constant are required to reveal them, whereas most clinical EEG recording is carried out with the use of short time constants. Secondly, the relatively small size of the shifts with respect to the 'background' activity of the EEG has necessitated the use of techniques such as averaging for improving the signal-to-noise ratio. These have in turn been dependent upon the -development of signal averagers and small computers which has taken place in recent years. A further factor has been the necessity to verify
